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 Downlink transmission is based on Orthogonal Frequency 

Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) which converts the wide-

band frequency selective channel into a set of many flat 

fading sub channels.

 Uplink multiple access is based on the Single Carrier 

Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA).

 The LTE physical layer is based on Orthogonal Frequency 

Division Multiplexing scheme OFDM to meet the targets of 

high data rate and improved spectral efficiency, MIMO 

options with 2 or 4 Antennas is supported. The modulation 

schemes supported in the downlink and uplink are QPSK, 

16QAM and64QAM.





SC-FDMA system, baseband modulated data is passed

through S/P converter which generates a complex vector

of size M that can be written as X = [Xo, X1, X2, ….., XM-

1]^T. Then DFT precoding is applied to this complex vector:

Eq. (1).

System model and Description

SC-FDMA was found to have a better PAPR reduction

than OFDMA and has become modulation choice for

uplink communication in Long Term Evolution (LTE).



System model and Description

This  DFT precoded signal  is  then  mapped  on  to  the  N  

subcarriers:

The IDFT precoded signal with  N subcarriers: Eq. (2).

ˆ Yk we get after subcarrier mapping. Using Eqs. (1) and (2) we

get complex baseband SC-FDMA signal with N subcarrier:

Eq.(3).



System model and Description

The  complex  passband  signal  of  

localized  SC-FDMA  (LFDMA)  

after  RRC pulse shaping: Eq. (4).

where  ωc is  carrier  frequency,  r(t)  is  baseband  pulse:

is compressed symbol duration after IFFT and T is symbol 

duration in seconds. 



Fig. (1) OFDMA & SC-FDMA System. 



Peak to average power ratio (PAPR)

The PAPR of signals in Eq. (4) with pulse shaping: Eq. (5).

Complementary cumulative distribution

function (CCDF) of the signals for

the MC/SC systems. Eq. (6).

where PAPR0 is the clipping level and this equation can be 

interpreted as the probability that the PAPR of a symbol block 

exceeds some clip level PAPR0.

In general



Transceiver structure of SCFDMA with NCT





• RLC and MAC sublayers (terminated in eNB on the network side) 

perform the same functions as for the user plane

• The various functions performed by RRC (terminated in eNB on the 

network side) are

 - Broadcast

 - Paging

 - RRC connection management

 - Mobility functions

 - UE measurement reporting and control.

• PDCP sublayer performs

 - Integrity Protection

- Ciphering.

NAS (terminated in aGW on the network side) performs

 - SAE bearer management

 - Authentication

 - Idle mode mobility handling

 - Paging origination



 MAC (media access control) protocol
- handles uplink and downlink scheduling and HARQ signaling.
- Performs mapping between logical and transport channels.

 RLC (radio link control) protocol 
- focuses on lossless transmission of data.
- n-sequence delivery of data.
- Provides 3 different reliability modes for data transport.

 PDCP (packet data convergence protocol)
- handles the header compression and security functions of the 
radio interface.

 RRC (radio resource control) protocol 
- handles radio bearer setup
- active mode mobility management
- Broadcasts of system information, while the NAS protocols deal 
with idle mode mobility management and service setup



•The physical layer is defined taking bandwidth into

consideration, allowing the physical layer to adapt to

various spectrum allocations.

•The modulation schemes supported in the downlink are

QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM, and in the uplink QPSK,

16QAM.The Broadcast channel uses only QPSK.

•The channel coding scheme for transport blocks in LTE

is Turbo Coding with a coding rate of R=1/3, two 8-state

constituent encoders and a contention-free quadratic

permutation polynomial (QPP) turbo code internal

interleaver.





In OFDMA, users are allocated a specific number of subcarriers for a 
predetermined amount of time. These are referred to as physical 
resource blocks (PRBs) in the LTE specifications. PRBs thus have both a 
time and frequency dimension. Allocation of PRBs is handled by a 
scheduling function at the 3GPP base station (eNodeB).





CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) field is 

introduced to detect errors in the receiver. 

After the CRC module comes a turbo 

encoder as forward error correction (FEC) 

channel coder. 

The LTE downlink turbo encoder has 

R = 1/3 as basic code rate and is (can

be) with puncturing. There is an HARQ 

module following the turbo encoder. 

HARQ stands for Hybrid Automatic 

Repeat Request and is a mechanism 

based on stop and wait ARQ which 

transmits the packets again in case 
of errors detected by the CRC.

The Hybrid Automatic Repeat-reQuest

(HARQ) process, done in combination 

between the MAC and the PHY.



CCDF plots of PAPR for the 

OFDMA, SC/IFDMA.

CCDF plots of PAPR for the OFDMA, 

SC/IFDMA and IFDMA with NCT.



 The SC-FDMA is used to optimize the range and power 
consumption in the uplink while the OFDMA is used in the 
downlink direction to minimize receiver complexity, especially 
with large bandwidths.

 The results show that the proposed technique has better
PAPR reduction compared to OFDMA and SC-FDMA signals
with overall and also improve BER performance.

 Hybrid ARQ
The Hybrid Automatic Repeat-reQuest (HARQ) process, done 
in combination between the MAC and the PHY.

 TDD Batter than FDD, It enables dynamic allocation of DL 
and UL resources to efficiently support asymmetric DL/UL 
traffic (adaptation of DL:UL ratio to DL/UL traffic) and 
Transceiver designs for TDD implementations are less 
complex and therefore less expensive.
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